
Slow Fade part 1: “Guard Your Heart”  Proverbs 4:20-27    02.10.13 
 

Main Idea: Guard your heart because it is the fountainhead of your life. 
 

Context: 
• Fathers have a duty to teach their children God’s truth – 4:1,10,20 

 
• When heard, God’s wisdom deserves your total attention – 4:20 

 
• When received, God’s wisdom must be guarded in the heart – 4:21 

 

Preliminary questions: 
• In the Bible, what does the heart refer to? 

“It was essentially the whole man, with all his attributes, physical, intellectual and psychological, 
of which the Hebrew thought and spoke, and the heart was conceived of as the governing centre 
for all of these. It is the heart which makes a man, or a beast, what he is, and governs all his 
actions (Pr. 4:23). Character, personality, will, mind are modern terms which all reflect 
something of the meaning of ‘heart’ in its biblical usage.”1 
 
 

• What does it mean to guard your heart? “to keep                   over, keep from”2 as a 
guard protects what is valuable – 4:23 

“If the great things of Christianity are rightly understood, they will affect the heart. The reason 
why men are not affected by such infinitely great, important, glorious, and wonderful things 
as they often hear and read of in the word of God, is undoubtedly, because they are blind; if 
they were not so, it would be impossible, and utterly inconsistent with human nature, that 
their hearts should be otherwise than strongly impressed, and greatly moved by such things” 
– Jonathan Edwards3 
 
 
How guarding your heart will guard your life: 
• Guard your heart because the                of your life flows from it – 4:23 

 
 
• Guard your heart because of its                      – 4:23 

 
 
• Guard your heart by putting away damaging &                  words – 4:24 

 
 
• Guard your heart by keeping your eyes                         on God’s will for your life 

despite                               – 4:25-27 
 
 
 
Key: watch/product/value/twisted/fixed/distractions 

                                       
1 B. Banwell, “Heart,” In J. I. Packer ed., New Bible Dictionary (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1996), 456. 
2 L. Koehler, The Hebrew and Aramaic lexicon of the Old Testament (New York: E.J. Brill, 1999), 718.  
3 Jonathan Edwards, The Complete Works of Jonathan Edwards, Vol. 1 (Hendrickson: Peabody, 2005), 243. 
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